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Table 1: Summary of the site engineering constraints. 

present the highest WEH values in Arabia Terra as well 

as among other equatorial regions of Mars, reaching a 

maximum amount of 16%. This therefore suggests a 

high potential of in-situ natural resources. Besides the 

WEH measurements, SW Arabia Terra shows several 

Rampart craters ranging from 1 to 25 km in diameter 

[5], with one located 20 km north of Vernal rim (white 

arrow in Fig. 1). On Mars, such kind of craters 

commonly imply that in-situ ice or fluids have been in 

the subsurface for extended periods of time [10], hence 

supporting the interpretation of a resource-rich Martian 

area. 

Engineering Requirements: Human exploration 

engineering requirements have not yet been published, 

nevertheless, the first explorers are expected to be 

limited to about 100 km of travel from their landing site 

due to life support and exploration technology 

requirements (see the NASA Human Landing Sites 

Study www.nasa.gov/journeytomars/mars-exploration-zones 

for human missions on Mars). We therefore decided to 

make use of the strict NASA Mars Science Laboratory 

2012 and Mars 2020 rover requirements [11,12] as 

guidelines for our Vernal proposed site analysis, and 

quantified their fulfillment over the full proposed 

landing area, as commonly done on other Mars landing 

sites [13-15]. As it is possible to see from the resulting 

analysis presented in Table 1, 

the elevation of the site is 

well below the <-0.5 km 

MOLA datum constraint, 

hence providing sufficient 

atmosphere braking during 

the Entry Descent and 

Landing phase. This is 

particularly important if 

much heavier loads are 

expected for human 

exploration than those 

required for the 2012-2020 

rovers. Regarding surface 

rock abundances, the IRTM 

dataset [16] shows that 

21.02% of the proposed area 

exceeds the required K value 

< 10%, in particular inside 

the south-east area of the 

Vernal crater (13%). 

Nevertheless, a higher spatial 

scale study (7.4 km) made 

with the TES instrument [17] 

on the same location 

indicates that this region has 

K values below 7%, making 

it safe from a hazard 

perspective. Over the proposed landing site we have a 

partial (54.72%) coverage of a CTX 18 m scale Digital 

Elevation Model. In order to fully cover the remaining 

area of the landing site and to provide a complete 

elevation map with spatial scale �a10 m, we have 

already planned and started to acquire multiple CaSSIS 

4.6 m stereo images [18] of the area. For atmospheric 

safety assessment as well as to understand the aeolian 

processes (erosion and deposition of material) that are 

currently shaping the Vernal crater area we have 

mapped the aeolian bedform orientations in the 

proposed landing ellipse (mostly bright-toned 

megaripples or TARs [19]) and we have performed a 

statistical analysis of prevailing wind directions and 

speeds through the use of the NASA AMES Mars 

General Circulation Model and the Mars Regional 

Atmospheric Modeling System [20].  
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